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Today’s Goals! 
Learn vocabulary used in science 

presentations

Understand the purpose of the parts of 
a research paper 



What question 
could you ask 

about this?

What do 
you want to 

know?



Science Starts 
with a Question!

Ask a question about 
something you are 

interested in 

Find the answer and 
make a presentation!



What are the parts (部分) 
you need to write a science paper 

or presentation?



Let’s Explore!



Research Paper 
Vocabulary

shark - サメ
evolve - 進化する
observe - 観察する
tank - 水槽
metabolic rate - 代謝率
breathe - 吸う
hunt - 狩りをする
predator - 捕食動物

What are the 
important parts 

of a science 
paper?



What does it mean?



部分

部分

部分

部分

部分



Science Starts 
with a Question!

Ask a question about 
something you are 

interested in 

Find the answer and 
make a presentation!



Today’s Goals! 
Learn vocabulary used in science 

presentations

Understand the purpose of the parts of 
a research paper 
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Today’s Goals! 
Review the parts of a science 

presentation

Learn how to build a science 
presentation



Science Starts 
with a Question!

Ask a question about 
something you are 

interested in 

Find the answer and 
make a presentation!



Let’s Review!
What are the

 
parts (部分) you need 

for a science paper or 
presentation?



What did you learn last week?



What do you need?



what we want to know





QUESTION (質問)

what we want to know



Question
They wanted to know why sharks sleep



BEFORE the experiment 
(実験) what did we think?





HYPOTHESIS (仮説) 

予測

BEFORE the experiment 
(実験) what did we think?



Question

Hypothesis
They thought that sharks sleep during the day to 
save energy because they need to be active at night

They wanted to know why sharks sleep



How we did the 
experiment (実験)





METHODS (方法)

How we did the 
experiment (実験)



Question

Hypothesis

Methods

They thought that sharks sleep during the day to 
save energy because they need to be active at night

They wanted to know why sharks sleep



AFTER the experiment (実験), 
what did we find out / learn?







RESULTS (結果) and 
CONCLUSION (結論)

AFTER the experiment (実験), 
what did we find out / learn?

FIGURE (図)



Question

Hypothesis

Results Conclusion
They found that sharks sleep during the day to save energy 
so that they can hunt at night

Methods

They thought that sharks sleep during the day to 
save energy because they need to be active at night

They wanted to know why sharks sleep

& 
Figure



TITLE (タイトル)



TITLE (タイトル)

one-sentence summary (まとめ) 
of the most important thing



Parts You Need:
1. Title (タイトル)
2. Introduction (導入)
3. Question (質問)
4. Hypothesis (仮説)
5. Methods (方法)

6. Results (結果) 
7. Figures (図)
8. Conclusion (結論)
9. References 
    (参考文献)



Let’s Build a 
Science 

Presentation!



GECKOS

ヤモリ

’



Let’s Read!



 Look at pieces of
 a science paper 

 Label the pieces 

 Put the pieces in
 the correct order!



label the piece

部分

put the piece in the 
correct order

1

2

Title
Introduction

Question
Hypothesis

Methods
Results 
Figures

Conclusion
References

From Beginning 
to End

B



1
部分 B



1
部分 B



label the piece

部分

put the piece in the 
correct order

1

2

Title
Introduction

Question
Hypothesis

Methods
Results 
Figures

Conclusion
References

From Beginning 
to End

B



Today’s Goals! 
Review the parts of a science 

presentation

Learn how to build a science 
presentation


